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Editorial 
Hello 

It is a strange situation to be reading about these fantastic foot and mountain-bike orienteering 
events and yet not be a part of them as I have done for so many years. Thats what making a family 
does I guess. 

It is almost as enjoyable reading all the tales and the building excitement from my regular 
contributors (for whom I am truly thankful) as it is to be a part of the events themselves. I hope you 
too enjoy reading the club news and other articles that seem to reflect the real buzz in NZ 
orienteering at the moment. 

There are a couple of Letters to the Editor this issue. Please do take some time to read these 
carefully and respond thoughtfully. It is important to have your say in our sport's development when 
possible. 

Hope you enjoy your read. The mag is again available on the internet at www.geocities.com/nwocnz 
Madeleine Collins 
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Event Calendar 
Please call club secretaries for final confirmation of these details: 

A Auckland, 
Craig Pearce 09 579 4340 

CM Counties-Manukau. 
Hilary Iles 09 235 2941 

E Egmont. 
Suzanne Scott 06 758 4468 

H Hamilton. 
Ingrid Perols 07 843 9921 

NW North West. 
Jill Smithies 09 838 7388 

NOS National Orienteering Squad. 
Rolf Wagner 09 427 8624 

R Rotorua. 
Peter Fitchett 07 345 6786 

T Taupo. 
Alison Mensen 07 378 0577 

WACO Waikato and Auckland Campus. 
Phil Wood 09 634 8104 

Wh Whangarei 
Malcolm Mack 09 437 5161 
big_mack@ihug.co.nz 

April 
Sun 4 AOC Promotion - Muriwai. Bring a friend and have a fun morning in the forest 

and a refreshing swim at the beach. Signposted from the Muriwai 
Road/SH 16 intersection to Coast Road which goes past the golf course in 
Muriwai. Start times 10-12. Self start/finish. Fees for club members adults 
$8, families $20. Non-club members $10 and $25. Juniors half fees. 

Fri 9 - RK National Orienteering Championships 
Mon 12 

Sun 18 NW Score Series 2 - Stag's Roar Mass start at 11am. Recommend arrival 
before 10:20am. From State Highway 16 beyond Waimauku, follow 
orienteering signs to forest entry and through the forest to the map. 

Sun 25 CM Promotion event 3 - Taurangaruru. Follow orienteering road signs to the 
map from Waiuku. 

Sun 25 WHO Score event - Barge Park 

May 
Sun 2 NW Score Series 3 - Slater Rd/Deaks Head 
Tue 4 Auckland Secondary Schools Relays - One Tree Hill 
Thu 6 CM Counties Primary Schools Champs - Totara Park 
Sun 9 CM Promotion 4 - Maioro 
Tue 11 CM Franklin Primary Schools Champs - Reeves Farm 
Sun 16 NW Score Series 4 - Spaghetti Soup 
Tue 18 NW Auckland Intermediate Schools Champs - Moire Park 
Sun 23 CM Auckland Secondary Schools Champs - Waiuku forest 
Sun 23 CM Promotion 5 - Waiuku Forest 
Sun 23 WHO Classic event - Tangiteroria Forest See details page 16 
Sun 30 NW Score Series 5 / MTBO and Ralph King Score Event - Wounded Knee 

June 
Sat 5 CM Queen's Birthday - Kelland Rd 
Sun 6 NW Queen's Birthday - Otakanini Coastal 
Mon 7 AOC Queen's Birthday - Hobbits Wood 
Sun 20 WHO Score Event - Mair park 
Sun 27 CM OY 1 - Four Seasons 

July 
Sat 3- Wed 7 WMOC Italy 
Sun 11 CM National Secondary School Champs 
Sun 18 NW OY2 - Pulpit Rock 
Sun 25 NW Training - Pulpit Rock 
Sun 25 WHO Score event - Kioreroa 
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Letters to the editor 
By John Powell 

Sport Ident was introduced into Auckland 
orienteering towards the end of 2002 on the 
initiative of the Auckland club and North West club 
committees and with funding from the ASB. Most 
Auckland orienteers will now have had substantial 
experience with the system in a variety of settings: 
pre-entry A level events, multidays, OYs, score 
events, promotional events and rogaines. It is, 
therefore, an appropriate time for us to reflect upon 
our experiences and fine tune the use we make of 
the system. To this end I have provided below 
some observations and opinions to provoke 
thought and initiate discussion. I have also included 
a survey to obtain an overall picture across AOA 
orienteers, which I shall report on in the following 
newsletter. 

For me, the distinctively positive features of Sport 
Id in comparison with clip cards are: 

• electronic registration at a control eliminates 
disputes about clip card punching 

• the controller's clip card checking task 
disappears 

• timing and time calculation errors are eliminated 
• manned controls are never necessary and 
• comprehensive split times are readily available. 

The prominent beneficial features of Sport Id are, 
therefore, accuracy and speed in producing results. 
However, the latter has not been a feature in 
Auckland where a considerable number of events 
have not had results displayed at regular intervals 
during the course of the event. Another notable 
difference is that although the number of workers at 
the finish is greatly reduced, they need relevant 
computer expertise and there are not many of 
them. 

The quality of my experience with Sport Ident 
depends upon the type of event in which it has 
been used. It has been clearly superior to clip cards 
for pre-entry events. At the other end, as a 
controller of a self-start/finish promotion event I 
found it proved to be somewhat redundant as 
accuracy and speed in producing run and split 
times are somewhat irrelevant in this context. The 
amount of work Involved in setting up and running 

Sport Id did not seem worth the effort for the little, if 
any, benefit gained. We could emphasise 
introductory and training objectives by having 
nothing other than self-timing and no publication of 
results. 

I am not so sure about the desirability of Sport Id 
use in OYs and score events. The recurring 
absence of a results display at events has clashed 
with my routine of checking the results after 
finishing, returning later (at an OY) for an update 
and discussions with competitors at the results 
display. The absence of regular updating of results 
at an OY or immediate display at the end of a score 
event has significantly reduced the satisfaction I get 
at an event: looking at them the next day on the 
computer is just not the same. 

If an event controller is unable to deliver a regular 
display of the results during an event because of 
Sport Id then I prefer the use of clip cards. For me, 
the benefits from the rapid display of results 
outweigh the problems associated with using clip 
cards. I think that Auckland orienteers should give a 
clear direction to controllers of their expectations in 
this regard. 

I would like to get a measure of how widely held 
these views are held and would appreciate it if you 
answered the following two questions and emailed 
your response to me at rae.jon@pl.net or post to 
23A Fernleigh Avenue, Royal Oak, if you wish 
anonymity. You might also like to comment more 
broadly to me rather than writing directly to the 
newsletter. Please feel free to do so and I will 
endeavor to incorporate the material received in my 
report back. 

Use a scale of strongly disagree, disagree, neither 
agree or disagree, agree, strongly agree or no 
opinion to answer questions 1 and 2 below. 

1 Sport Ident should be used at promotional 
self-start/finish events. 

2 If event controllers cannot deliver regular 
updated displays of provisional results at 
events using Sport Id then they should use 
the clip card alternative. 
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Letters to the editor cont... 
By Jill Smithies 

OY grades for 2004 - What grades do we 
need? 
Before we set the rules for the 2004 OY series the 
Auckland Orienteering Association would like to 
hear your comments on whether we need more 
open grades than in previous years. In past years 
anyone has been able to run any course but Club 
members have only been eligible for OY points if 
they run within their age grade. 
The proposed structure for men this year is:-
Course - Grade 
Difficulty 
1 - M21E Red 
2 - M21A, M40A Red 
3 - M21AS, M50A, M18A Red 
4 - M60A, M40AS, M16A Red 
5 - M70A, M80A Red 
6 - M21B, M14A 
Orange 
7 - M21C, M12A Yellow 
8 - M10 White 
Do we need to add men's open grades on courses 
4 and/or 5, so any members can run these courses 
and be eligible for OY points? 
Similarly the women's courses pose the same 
question. 

The proposed structure for women this year is:-
Course - Grade 
Difficulty 
1 - M21E (open to women too) Red 
2 - W21E Red 
3 - W21A, W40A Red 
4 - W21AS, W50A, W18A Red 
5 - W80A, W40AS, W16A Red 
6 - W21B, W14A Orange 
7 - W21C, W12A Yellow 
8 - W10 White 
Do we need to add a women's open grade on 
course 5 so any members can run this course and 
be eligible for OY points? 

If the above proposed course/grade structure does 
not meet your needs and you would like an 
additional open course please let me know before 
20th May - phone Jill on 838-7388, email 
smifam@ihug.co.nz or talk to me at an event. 

Jill Smithies 
AOA Secretary 

Counties Manukau news 
By Hilary Iles 

Good luck to all those people heading off to the 
Nationals - mind you by the time you read this it 
will be all over! We're heading of to Great Barrier 
instead, 

So what's been happening in our neck of the 
woods? Alistair and Brian Long have just set a 
great event at Harkers reserve and were ably 
supported by the Robinson's. Thanks team. It 
was a lovely area and great courses. 

Sonya Hattie is recovering well from her 
operation - go Sonya! They have just bought 
some land at Orewa point with the intention to 
build and live there - this is a worry, as we might 
not see Bob as much. Conversely - perhaps we'll 

get lots of new maps over there! 

Marijke Curry is excelling at Waikato Uni having 
done so well in her first year she has been invited 
to join the Golden Key club -only for the top 15%. 
That's very impressive, go Marijke! Martin Peat 
not only is going to compete in JWOC but also 
the World University Championships fortunately 
on at around the same time whilst he is in Europe 
- go Martin! The Shukers you may have noticed 
have not been in evidence recently - this is 
because they are gallivanting around Europe -
starting in Italy, then Turkey and then Egypt - way 
to go Bev and Lyndsay! We'll be looking forward 
to hear all about your adventures - watch this 
space. 
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Auckland Chatter 

By Nicola Kinzett 

Another month over and we again get to revue 
who's been where and done what for the month. 
Firstly congratulations to the No. 1 Auckland team 
at Katoa Po who once again got maximal (or 
should it be minimal) usage out of their 
headlamps. They were in running order, Toby 
Scott, Imogen Scott, Simon Jager, Tim Renton, 
Jeff Greenwood, David Stewart and Rob Jessop. 
Toby and Imogen made a slight? detour on their 
trip from Auckland to Warkworth (I think it was) to 
run for us. 

March also saw the end of daylight saving and the 
Summer Series. It has again been very successful. 
Also, this time it seemed to run for once without 
the Stewart's bad weather hex on O day. In fact 
given the overall bad weather for the Summer, I 
think we have just made up for the last 2 years. 
Going into April, the Rogaine controls are all now 
present and accounted for (only just as at the start 
of April). The last one was found covered in cow 
poo in a farmer's shed. Rumour has it that it was 
never seen by any Rogainer. Well I guess that's 
the main risk of farmland events - cows may just 
punch first - without an e-card. 

Looking ahead now. We are preparing for the 

Nationals, either as competitors or in the sending 
down of our Sport ident system to the organisers 
down country. Good luck to everyone. We look 
forward to publishing the success stories and 
some pictures next month. 

Looking further ahead we are preparing for the 
Queens Birthday 3 day. Look out for the entry 
forms on the club websites, in the Auckland 
magazine and at Easter. Joanna has also said, a 
mere 2 weeks after the Summer Series, that she 
would like to organise a Park sprint event around 
August. We don't say no to requests of this nature 
normally. You've heard it now. Look out for further 
details later. 

Finally, we propose to start a regular monthly club 
evening on the last Sunday of the months April to 
October. The first one is still to be booked and 
confirmed. Times will be 5.30 - 6.30pm, maps for 
all courses on display, sharing experiences with 
those on the same course, socialising, bar open 
6.30 - 7.15 pot luck dinner, BBQ not available 
7.15 - 8.00 indoor training activity, socialising, 
maps study 
Venue - Auckland Bowling Club. 
This event will be confirmed by e-mail from the 
club. Also contact Craig Pearce Ph 579-4340 or e-
mail cpearce@orcon.net.nz 

From the Archives 
By John Powell 

April 1994 was an important orienteering month 
with a four-day Easter event hosted by NWOC and 
CMOC and the first ever Wor ld Cup event held in 
New Zealand, an AOA production. This was 
followed later in the month with the first "Autumn 
Series" event five classic courses. 

The discussion about what constitutes good course 
planning and event controlling that began in the 
March edition of the newsletter continued into April. 
There was a reprint of a 1989 article by Selwyn 
Palmer and a comment from myself, mischievously 
titled, by the editor, "John Rambles On, And On...". 
It was only one and a half pages! Selwyn's article 

expanded in detail upon the content of Mark 
Robert's editorial, which was summarised in this 
column last month. 

Feedback from a survey of summer series 

participants for 1993/4 showed both the courses 
and event organisation received high ratings. The 
great majority of respondents were happy with a 
new practice for control descriptions to be given 
only where the control feature was not clear from 
looking at the map's control circle. However, only a 
minority was happy with the fee structure and there 
was a great variety of suggestions made for 
improvement. It looked suspiciously like everyone 
had their own distinctive "hobby horse" about fees. 

Katoa Po winners were Richard Bolt, Barrie Foote, 
Rob Jessop, Mark McLean and Alistair, David and 
Joanna Stewart. The kernel of this team continues 
its winning way. 

Katoa Po was also the first event in a NZ Junior 
Inter-District competition. The winning Auckland 
Junior team was Peter Ambler, Nicholas Foster, 
Alex Hood, Marc Isted and Mark Stewart. 
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North West News 
By Gay Ambler 

Hey, what a fun month it has been. Best event of 
the year (by my reckoning that is) the Taupo Night 
Champs has been and gone. North West decided 
on a CLOWNS theme this year, and what a lot of 
fun we had. Glen Middleton was able to get a loan 
of some real dinky suits, and they fitted Dave, of 
course, Phil Johansen and Mike Beveridge. Talk 
about TWEEDLE DEE, TWEEDLE DUM AND 
TWEEDLE HO HO HO. Our sides were sore from 
laughing when the three of them emerged from 
their tents all dressed alike. Even down to the wigs 
Glen only had one, but by change Phil and Mike 
each had one and they were exactly the same 
colour as Dave's. 

The Smithies looked great, as did Trevor Carswell, 
with the waist of his trousers floating around 10 
times larger than his real one. His son Scott was 
giving him a wide berth. But rumour has it that 
Trevor made the costume himself. Way to go Trev. 
We didn't win any prizes for our get ups, but we had 
lots of fun anyway. All the little kids were wide eyed 
when all these clowns started coming out of tents. 
Goes without saying that we made lots of noise. 
One of our seven man teams came 3rd and they 
were NICK MEAD, CHRIS GELDERMAN, ROB 
AMBLER, MARQUITA GELDERMAN, LISA FRITH, 
STU BARR AND MARK LAWSON. The weather 
was traditionally cool, but a lovely night. The fog 
even stayed away. So the next morning there were 
lots of tired bodies crawling out of their tents in to a 
beautiful crisp morning. Taupo Club turned on a 
score event early morning, which was lots of fun 
and then we all packed up our gear and had a 
leisurely drive home on a glorious day. 

The next weekend was just as full on if you wanted 
it to be. Rob Garden and crew organised another 
Mountain Bike Orienteering event at Riverhead. 
Rob was sure that he had set them "A LOT 
SHORTER THAN THE LAST TIME" Yea right!! 
Again it was a beautiful day, quite a few 
competitors, a few bike casualties, like Paul 
Gilkison who started off with the family, and 
returned about 10 mins later very defected with 
derailer trouble. The bike wasn't going any further. 
Rob Garden, bless him, came to the rescue and 
leant Paul his bike. So all smiles and off Paul went 
again. My Robin came in at about the 3 hour mark 
with his bike in two pieces. After pushing his bike up 
a hill, he got back on again and noticed that the 
front wheel was wobbly, had a closer look and the 
wheel fell on the ground. There was a thingy 
missing (I don't know what it is called, I'm only a 
mere woman) and it wasn't to be seen, lost 
somewhere. Another rider arrived in later with the 
thingy. Anyway it seemed that lots of tired people, 
had a fun day, Great Spot Prizes, again from 
MACNUT FARM and GREEN COAST. 

The evening was Dinner on North Head for those 
who could drag themselves there if they had been 
Mountain Biking. A very pleasant evening and 
lovely views. 

Sunday was the first of the Score Events at Weiti, 
and what a great turnout there was. Sarah and Nick 
did the BBQ which was great and great Spot Prizes 
from you guessed it, MACNUT FARM and 
GREENCOAST. What would be do without these 
businesses that support us so much. Please 
remember to use them if you can. The forest by the 
way was a picture. 

Last weekend was the Kona Colville Challenge. 
72kms of dirt roads, pushing bikes up long steep 
hills, great views, long downwards hills, people and 
bikes laying splayed on the ground at the tops and 
bottoms of the hills, narrow bridges, 1400 hot 
sweaty bodies doing it with you. How do I know 
this? Rob did it, and he told me. So did Mark 
Lawson, Thomas Reynolds, Rob Garden, Shaun 
Collins from North West, and Nicola Kinzett from 
Auckland Club and Keiren Murphy and his Uncle 
Peter from Counties Manukau. I have to say this 
Nicola, you are A LEGEND, you will have a go at 
anything. Best orienteers result of the day was Phil 
Wood from WACO Club, if it is still going. Phil came 

Dave and Glen Middleton at Katoa Po 
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12th overall in the 72km race. The rest of the 
Reynolds Family weren't going to be outdone so 
they did the 26km course along with Lisbet Hornell 
and her partner Per, who did the mountain biking 
on his road bike. Robin said he had two troubles, 
one a sore backside and two a sore knee. So 
when he thought he would sit down on the seat for 
a while his backside hurt and when he got off his 
sore backside, his knee hurt, so between the two 
hurts he was quite occupied for 6 1/2 hours. 

BUT THE HE-MAN STORY GOES TO MARK 
LAWSON WHO'S SEAT BROKE OFF ABOUT 
THE 20KM MARK AND HE JUST PEDDLED THE 
REST OF THE 52 KMS WITH NOTHING TO 
REST ON. WHAT A GUY 

For those of you who haven't had a chance to 
travel up the west side of Coromandel Peninsula, 
it is a must. A lot of the road hugs the Firth of 

Thames and lovely views. Coromandel township is 
really quaint. I said to Rob that when we are next 
down there I would like to spend a bit of time 
having a look around the township and maybe 
even visit a Small Railway line that runs there. 

UPCOMING EVENTS : 
Well guys, the only thing at the moment on the 
Social Scene is the Boat Trip to TIRI TIRI 
MATANGA ISLAND which, I'm afraid, will have to 
be postponed. We have just realised In the last 
week that that is the day the Elites have their 
Forest Run at Woodhill Forest, and also it is 
Mothers Day. So we will postpone it until about 
September/October. Thanks to all of you who said 
you were interested in going, so hope that you can 
still do it later. 
DINNER AND FILM EVENING : August 28th is 
booked for the Film Night and Dinner at Avondale. 
If you'd like to come put it on your calendar now. 
We usually have icecreams at Intermission, and 
supper at the end of the movie. 

SAD NEWS : At the end of February Whangarei 
Club lost a very much loved member in Barbara 
Rankin. Barbara was liked and enjoyed by all of us 
who knew her. We hadn't seen her for a while 
because she had been so unwell, but we will 
never forget her. Her beautiful caring nature, her 
cheeky laugh and that smile. Forget her, never. 

JOYOUS NEWS : The Middleton's have just found 
out that they are going to be GRANDPARENTS. 
Their son Stu and his wife, Kelly, gave them the 
happy news last week. 

"NEWSHOUND - MARK II" 

Lisbet Hornell at the Kona Colville Connection 

Kidz Kontrol 
Hi All, 

It' 
s great to see the score events off to a great start, 
there were so many kids out enjoying the sunshine 
at Weiti a few weeks ago. I hope most of you are 
going to be at Nationals which are being held 
EXTREMELY soon, and the new grades are being 
introduced then, with an under 10's grade running 

white, so the rest of us are going to have to skip to 
a harder difficulty, i.e. m/w12 is now running yellow 
rather than white, and m/w14 is running orange 
instead of yellow. Can't wait to see some of you 
down south, ready to run! I think most of us will be 
quite rusty after the Christmas holidays, but there 
should still be some hot competition! 

Sarah 
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Elite News 
MTBO Squad Announced Monday, March 29, 2004 

The NZOF MTB-orienteering squad, aiming at the 
October World Championship in Australia, has 
been tightened up. Five men and five women 
have so far satisfied new criteria, 

Current members are: 
• Meg Foulds, PAPO 
• Marquita Gelderman, NWOC 
• Claire Heppenstall, PAPO 
• Diane Michels, NWOC 
• Christina Renhart, PAPO 
• Jason Blair, PAPO 
• Stuart Lynch, NWOC 
• Andy Rhodes, PAPO 
• Craig Starnes, OHV 
• Phil Wood, NWOC 

An earlier list appears on the NZOF website. New 
members are being added as they satisfy the 
criteria. 
The World Championship consists of short, long 
and relay disciplines, and the events will be held 
near Ballarat. As for runny-orienteering, they will 
be accompanied by public events with classes for 
all ages, and these neatly follow the Australian 
Foot-O Championships in New South Wales. 
The latest squad list, membership criteria, and 
details of the Australian events can be found on 
the MTBO website. 

By Michael Wood 

Superseries Leaders Set Up Chase Friday, March 26, 2004 

Superseries leaders Rachel Smith and Carsten 
Jorgensen will add to their scores at the Easter 
National Champs before heading overseas. This 
puts the pressure onto Marquita Gelderman and 
Chris Forne, who could position themselves to 
catch up in the last two events at Queens 
Birthday. 

As would be expected there is a full turnout for 
Easter, in which the sprint, long and middle 
distance events will count in the series. Although 
their scores are too low to reach the front, good 
performances from Tania Robinson, Penny Kane, 
Rob Jessop and several other men could hurt 
Gelderman and Forne more than the leaders. 
The most likely place for upsets is in the sprint, 
where a momentary lapse can cost several 
placings. Some of the up-and-coming juniors are 
contesting the elite sprint race, such as Martin 

Peat, Tim Renton, and more significantly Amber 
Morrison. The 17-year-old from Hawkes Bay put 
the women on notice at the Dune Tune in 
February with an outstanding win. Another threat 
is Swede Sara Wallen. Studying in Christchurch a 
few years ago she was good but not brilliant, but 
last weekend she beat Rachel Smith in the 
Canterbury Champs! 

Third-placed woman Jenni Adams is less likely to 
pull off a surprise performance at Easter - she has 
revealed her pregnancy, with the baby due in 
August. Adams and partner Jorgensen plan to be 
overseas for a year or two so the baby may be 
born in Denmark. 
For more details and the full entry list, see the 
Superseries website. 

By Michael Wood 

Adapted from www.maptalk.co.nz 
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Last Bits 
Next Issue: May 2004 

Please send your editorial contributions to Madeleine Collins, 122 Victory Rd, Laingholm, Auckland, 
or e-mail shaun.and.mad@slingshot.co.nz tel 09 817 7621 to arrive before Sunday 2 May. 

Distribution 

If you change your address (and still wish to have this magazine reach you!), please contact your 
cllub membership officer or Steven Reynolds at 09 358 8549 or fax 09 355 6518 or e-mail 
stephen.reynolds@lion-nathan.co.nz 
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